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(Cover) The Old Boys School of 1906, now Oudtshoom's C.P Nel Museum, one of
the chief monuments of local sand-stone architecture (by Bullock & Vixseboxse).
(ph. Hazel Gibson-Jonker)

(top) A Cape Dutch homestead at its best, rare in the Klein Karoo: Vrolikheid near
Klaarstroom has it all: holbol centre gablg casement windows, in immaculate
condition.

(middle) K'nuyswagendrift near Ladismith: equally Cape Dutch, T-shaped, but
more modest, without centre gable and with its shed combined under the same
roof.

(bottom) Vergelegen at Prince Albert: a later (1850) 'double-deep'homestead with
square plan and resulting higher roof and taller gable. The delicate trelliswork
veranda, also at the side, is later (c.1900) but is indispensable: 'layering'that
actually makes the house look better. The saddle of the thatch roof is not recom-
mended; a ridge of white-washed cement is more authentic and accentuates the
proportions of the house.
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L. INTRODUCTION

1".1Preface by the Commiltee
There is a very special region in the Western Cape known as the

Klein (or Little) Karoo. It has many attributes, not the least of them
being its magnificent mountains and valleys. Dotted throughout
this beautiful landscape are humble cousins of the grand Cape

Dutch buildings of the Boland. In the pretty villages and towns the
typical flat-roof Karoo-style buildings are found. The ostrich-feather
boom of a cenfury ago also left a rich heritage of fine and decorative
buildings throughout the region. The towns in the area retain fine
environments in their own right.

Much of this very special heritage has vanished, and today
much of it is still under threat. It may never be the intention of new
owners to obliterate what is so characteristic of their environment,
but merely to erect for themselves comfortable and up-to-date
accommodation. But sadly this results only too often not only in
ill-advised alterations and even losses, but also in new buildings
that do not fit well into the existing built environment - including
'invasive', foreign elements.

Mrs. Hazel Gibson-Jonker of the Simon van der Stel Committee
first expressed the need for published guidelines for the general
public and especially the property developer. Generously sponsored
by architects Ferdinand Holm and Johan Smit this has resulted in
this booklet compiled most lyrically by Dr. Hans Fransen, the man

with the finger on the true pulse of regional culture.
The Committee is confident that these clearly expressed thoughts

and guidelines will be of assistance to the general public and heip
safeguard our heritage.

Publishing Committee: Mrs. Hazel Gibson-Jonker, Prof. Johan
Olivier, Dr. Taffy Shearing, Mr. David Shearing, Mrs. Juletha
Zietsman.

1.2 Author's Preface
Not only is the built heritage of the Klein Karoo rich in a

quantitative sense, but it also has a distinctive character of its
own. Both of these assets are perhaps the result of the relative
'remoteness'of the area, of the fact that substantial mountain
ranges separate the Klein Karoo from the coastal strip, the

Overberg and the Boland, and of the absence of major through
roads. In its particular climate and the flavour of its agriculture,
too, it differs markedly from other regions of the Western Cape.

In its landscape the Klein Karoo retains, below the imprint of
its cultural landscape, a stronger substrafum of a dramatic natural
landscape than in the so intensively cultivated Boland or Overberg

and it possesses a decidedly more African'quality. In its towns,

too, the Klein Karoo preserves a quality of streetscape that is

(top) The hipped early-Victorian Cape Dutch cottage in Stanford, c.1860, with two
'French'windows or doors, each topped by a dormer gab1e. Again, the tasseled

veranda is part of the picture.

(middle) When Cape Town became more of a city and ihatched roofs were
forbidden because of the hre-hazard, a double-storey version of Cape Dutch

developed from the 1750t. The one extreme right has a Victorian balcony. (ph.
Arthur Elliott)

(bottom) In the poorer areas on the slope of Lion's Head, a similar style devel-
oped, but single-storeyed. The wavy parapet of the Bo-Kaap Museum, left, shows
its earlier date (1771) than the straight parapets of the others (post-1790). All walls

are colour-washed, all woodwork is painted.

Introduction



unique. Both Calitzdorp and Ladismith and also Prince Albert are

remarkably well-preserved villages and while Oudts-hoorn shows
unmistakable signs of having become the metropolis of the area, it
has managed to maintain several unique features. We will discuss

these qualities later on.

The cultural landscape of the Klein Karoo, both rural and urban,
differs from that of places like the Dordogne val1ey in France or
Tuscany in Italy in that it is of more recent vintage, at most a little
over t'"vo cenfuries. This in itself does not make it anv less precious
to us, but it does mean that it has had less time to coalesce with the
natural landscape and is therefore more vulnerable to modernising
influences: straight roads, more rational farm boundaries, water-
storage dams, the il1-considered positioning of utilitarian housing or
industrial complexes.

Nor have our architects, despite many brave attempts, as yet
managed to develop generally applicable ways of implementing
all these unavoidable changes to the least possible detriment of the

existing cultural landscape.

The latter is indeed no easy matter, and one about which even

in more established societies such as in Western Europe there exists

considerable disagreement and confusion, among designers as well
as conservationists and authorities, often resulting in deplorabie

developments even in historically sensitive environments.

The Southern Cape branch of the Simon van der Stei Foundation
(Heritage S.A.) is clearly anare both of the very special character

of the built environment of the area, and of the tricky question of
'the Nezo amidst the Old'.It is to be commended on its decision

to provide some guidelines in this minefield. The fact that so

little unanimity exists about a 'suitable'style of architecture in
environments of quality should be no excuse for not at least

trying to identify that quality and to think of ways in which to

minimise the impact of new developments upon it - while in no

way interfering with'progress'and the freedom of individuals to
contribute to it.

The product of their initiative lies in front of you - for what it
is worth. For while compiling it, its author became uneasily aware

of how onerolls the task was that he had agreed to undertake, in

the hope partly that he would somehow get more clarity about the

matter himself. The guidelines he was asked to provide can hardly
be described as anything more than reflections on why and hort'.

They are in no zoay prescriptioe; nor coilld they eaer presutle or
in fact be allozoed to be. They are merely meant to help property
owners, developers and designers to gain some insight into the

existing built environment: how it came to look as it does, what,
if any, are its aesthetic qualities, and how these can be respected

- perhaps ever-r enhanced - by new developments in its vicinity.
These notes are the work of a muselrm curator and lecturer in

art and architectural history with sixty years'experience of looking

at natural and especially built environments, here and elsewhere,

(top) A slightly later Cape Town double-storey, still flat-roofed but norv tvith
Georgian details of c.1830: slender double-sliding sashes recesscd in the wa11 and
a panelled vertically divided door rvith circular fanlight.

(middle) A gem of a late-Georgian house in Stellenbosch, c.1870, now under a

pitched slate roof with eaves, very slender sashes upstairs and french doors rvith
louvred shutters, separate ones for the upper lights and a rottnd-headed door set

betrveen shallow pilasters.

(bottom) Related to the Bo-Kaap style is the Karoo brakdak style. This charm-
ing cottage in Calitzdorp shows the typical Klein Karoo 'long-and-short work'
picked out in the roughcast finish and a concave 'liquorice-striped'veranda,

Iir: -\erc Arrirlst tlt Old: Builditt.: ii ilrc K/rirr Koro,,



and of trying to put into words why some of them strike him as

agreeable and why some of them do not. We can only hope that not
being a member of the architectural fraternity himself, his -n iews

may be more acceptable.

We are aware that readers of these notes will not always agree

with a1l the suggestions they contain zuhich, zoe should stress, are

those of the author. We hope indeed that they r,vill be read well
enough for the readers to disagree with some of them. We should
also be ar.vare that, as has happened in the past, today's ideas may

no longer be current in thirty years'time.
But we are nevertheless confident that there will be fair

degree of consensus about the irrevocable damage illconsidered
developments can cause to our cultural landscape in its widest
sense. Perhaps the thoughts expressed in the follor,ving notes may
help them to achieve some clarity as to what it takes for Nezu to fit
in zuith Old.

1..3 Methodology
The actuai notes on 'the New amongst the Old' are preceded by an

introductlon to architectural styles in general and to those of the

Klein Karoo in particular, and to the history and structure of the six

towns irr the area. The latter section should be read together with
the street plans of these towns on rvhich the author has made an

attempt to shou,'historically sensitive' areas. The'guidelines' are

personai reflections, intended to engage the reader in what rvill
always be a very subjective issr-re.

This section is illustrated with examples of which, similarly, the

merits or otherwise are discussed. A few of these are from areas

other than the Klein Karoo where they best illustrate points made in

the text. We have omitted the names of architects, r'vhich are mostly
unknown to us and in any case irrelevant for our purpose.

We have included Prince Albert as part of the Klein Karoo;

although north of the S',vartberg, it is not far from Oudtshoorn and,

rightiy, regarded by the Southern Cape committee as part of its

territory. We have not included Barrydale and Montagu, equaliy
rich in character, as perhaps better dealt with from the Western

Cape end. But most of what is written in the follou'ing chapters

applies equally to those towns.

The booklet includes a list of heritage sites in the country areas

of the Klein Karoo. At the end appears a summary of 'do's and

don'ts'for the casual reader. Unless stated otherwise, photographs
are by the author.

1.4 Architectural styles oaer time
The word'styIe'is derived from Latin'stilus', meaning a writing
implement (for scratching into a wax tablet), and came to denote

a characteristic, personal handwriting. It is well known in various
other contexts. 'This is his style'means it is 'his way of doing
things'. In the study of the history of art or architecture a style refers

(top) The Klein-Karoo flat-roof stylc also occurs in double-storev form to produce
dignified homesteads, here at Opsoek near Ladismith. Again the (ochre) rough-

cast plastern,ork n,ith smooth surrounds picked out in r,r,hite.

(middle) A varietl, found in and around Ladismith has rt'elcoming stoepkamer
arms, n ith a veranda betu,een.

(bottom) Corner houses often had chamfered corner entrances, many of them
used for shops. Note the fine long-and-short lvork (on corners also called 'quoin-

ing'), here textLlred to resemble stonervork; c.1860 (Caledon).

Itrh'oduction



to the combination of shapes, compositiory medium or building
materials, decoratiory etc., that is shared by art works and buildings
of a particular period or area - or indeed of a particular artist. In
Europe, there are the Romanesque, Gothic, Renaissance, Baroque
and Rococo styles. Sometimes styles are named after the monarch
reigning at the time: Louis XIV XV and XIV in France, Tudor,
Georgian, Regency, Victorian and Edwardian in England. Within
each style, there may be considerable differences, but they are

outweighed by the common elements.

Why are such styles always followed by others that have come

to differ sufficiently to be given a new name (usually after the
event!)? It has to do with neuo materials or building methods or
with evolving lifestyles calling for nezo expressions. The work of
architects of creative genius 'pushingboundaries'often also plays a

role.
In the Western Cape, too, a number of successive - sometimes

overlapping - styles can be distinguished, as well as styles peculiar
to certain areas - such as the Klein Karool The best known of
these, of course/ is the'Cape Dutch'style with its thatch roofs and
gables, but there is also its urban version with flat roofs. After 1800,

'English'styles made their appearance (for much of the century
co-existing with the'Dutch'): the Georgian and the Regency. The

typical flat-roofed K1ein Karoo style can be seen as the local version
of the Georgian style. The progressively 'different'Victorian style
of the late 19'h century was as long-lived as the queen after rvhich it
was named. It may be pertinent to discuss each of these in greater
detail later on.

1.5 Why does'style' malter to us?
Today, with a sigh of nostalgia, we tend to lump our built heritage

together as 'the Old Cape', as the 'then'against the 'now'- as a

completed chapter we may page through occasionally like an old
photo album with pictures from our youth, with our wedding
photographs and those of our parents, only to close it and get on

with our lives. The big culprit, of course, is the phenomenon known
as the Industrial Reztolutioz, which hit Europe from the mid-19d'

century and South Africa a little later. Besides bringing wonderful
new techniques and materials we would not want to do without
today, it also caused a traumatic break with the continuity of the

past. And, looking back, we now tend to telescope the centuries

before, say, 1,91,0, and their tangible evidence, into one compressed
'past', without fully realising that it represents along continuum
of styles graduaily merging, without any noticeabie break, the

one into the other. Styles were like'idioms', generally spoken and

understood by all. No wonder we have come to speak of oernacular

architecture the way we can describe the Afrikaans language as

the vernacuiar, home-grown language of the Cape, as opposed to
'foreign' languages Dutch and English.

The style of the time and of the area was likewise in general use,

(top) In Ladismith, this two-unit 'terrace'of c.1870 has a fine moulded cornice, its
sides with stepped parapets to accommodate the slope of the roof. The balcony
with its ogee-roof (how pretty it would look with the sheets painted in liquorice-
pattem!), rests on what seem rather too slender cast-iron posts.

(middle) Two varieties of Cape Gothic Revival: the magnificent stone-built
Sophy Gray church of St. Jude's in Oudtshoorn, 1860-63, based on English village
church architecture. The adjoining plastered Edmeades House of 1880 (now
ACW) is basically a Georgian double-storey, paying tribute to the church with
its Gothic details: pointed entrance and pinnacles on the parapet.

(bottom) Ladismith's former D.R. church is one of many by the other great
'Gothic'church architect, Carl Otto Hager, that grace our country towns: pin-
nacles, comer buttresses and pointed arches, with matching bell-tower. There
\\,as no money for a tou,er but Hager simply raised the facade wall and gave the
central facade third splayed buttresses, making it look at if it projects forward.
The Gothic inspiration is clear, but the character is as 'Cape'as it comes.

Tlr Neit,Atttidst the Old: Building ir the Klein Karott



zuithout anyone as much as contemplating building anything out
of the cunent idiom.During the 18th century in Paarl, Stellenbosch,

Swellendam or Tulbagh - town or country - this meant the Cape

Dutch style with its six-metres-wide wings under thatch, with only
perhaps a well-executed centre gable or an elegant fanlight denoting
the status of the owner. In the Karoo, with its lower rainfall and
shortage of timber and thatching reed, the brakdak style became as

much of a 'lingua franca' as the thatch-and-gable style of the Boland.
The importance in one's built environment of such a'vernacular'

language - of 'style'- to give it coherence cannot be overestimated.

Although some of its elements changed over the generations, they
remained familiar, and they were interspersed with or overlaid
upon one another. An early Cape Dutch house could have its
flush small-paned windows replaced by larger-paned and slightly
recessed 'Georgian'sashes or, in later, Victorian times, could be

given elegant broekielace verandas. In Graaff-Reinet the gabled
houses lived - and still live - happily alongside the flat-roofed
Karoo houses and the double-storeyed'Georgian' commercial
buildings on the corners. But the basic coherence of this tapestry
of styles, of scale, of proportions, also of details and much of their
materials, remained and ensured an intimate and sympathetic built
environment in which people felt'at home'.

Together with the proliferation of building techniques and
materials, the lndustrial Retsolution brought a plethora of 'styles'

- if we can call them that, for unlike those of the past they are

interchangeable, at the whim of the moment, and lack the coherence

of pre-industrial styles. It would serve little purpose - nor would
it be an easy task - to describe all the modes of building of the last

century. They include Art Deco, Modem Movement, Cape Dutch,
Georgian or Victorian Revival, Tuscan, Brutalist, Post-Modern - one

could go on for pages.

If one were to single out a style from among all of these that
truly represents the era of technology, it must be the Modern
Mooement, the style of the Bauhaus, of Gropius and Mies van der

Rohe. It has had some very fine representatives in this country, too,
in the persons of Pius Pahl, Rex Martienssen, Norman Hanson,

Helmut Stauch, the younger Revel Fox and others. In its pristine
form it had an idealistic, visionary element in its attempts to

combine the best of modern technology with a form language

reflecting the clarity and rationalism of modern thinking - a

reaction to the muddled romanticism of the Victorians. Yes, it had

the potential of an all-embracing form language that could have

replaced those of the pre-industrial era. But its products remained

little more than much-admired individual art-works and caused

alienation leading to its 'de-construction'by the Post-modernists.

Our own architects have produced impressive strucfures that,

in their own right, are of great originality and quality. We should
use them and enjoy them on their own terms, and they will not be

out of place anywhere. But many of them do not have that quality,

(top) The 'iron-roofed cottage style'of the late 1800t may seem somewhat
featureless but, in context, can yield attractive townscapes, such as here in

Calitzdorp. The house has long-and-short work set in ochre roughcast wall.

(bottom) The symmetrical (c.1890) Victorian villa: the entrance set between pro-
jecting bay-fronted stoepkamers. It has a good cast-iron railing on stone founda-

tiory and pretty fretwork on the gable ends.

(bottom) The slightly later (c.1900) asymmetrical Victorian villa, as customary
by this time set back in its erf in Ladismith. One bay-fronted stoepkamer under

delicate rretwork bargeboard and a veranda'""i:ili 
illil;1,,1ltii, l?i;lli
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